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The Time Museum in Rockford, Illinois, is a unique and fascinating
museum dedicated to the concept of time. Founded by artist and inventor
Matthew Loux, the museum houses a collection of over 1000 clocks and
timepieces, as well as exhibits on the history of timekeeping and the role of
time in human culture.

The Collection

The Time Museum's collection of clocks and timepieces is one of the
largest and most comprehensive in the world. The collection includes
clocks of all shapes and sizes, from tiny pocket watches to massive
grandfather clocks. There are clocks from all over the world, representing
different cultures and eras.

In addition to clocks, the museum also has a collection of other
timekeeping devices, such as sundials, hourglasses, and water clocks.
These devices provide a fascinating glimpse into the history of timekeeping
and how people have measured time throughout history.
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The History of Timekeeping

The Time Museum also has a number of exhibits on the history of
timekeeping. These exhibits trace the development of timekeeping from the
earliest sundials to the modern atomic clock. The exhibits provide a
detailed look at the different ways that people have measured time over the
centuries.
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One of the most interesting exhibits in the museum is a timeline of the
history of timekeeping. The timeline shows how the accuracy of
timekeeping has improved over time, from the inaccurate sundials of the
ancient world to the precise atomic clocks of today.

The Role of Time in Human Culture

The Time Museum also explores the role that time plays in human culture.
The museum has exhibits on how time is used to structure our lives, how it
is perceived differently by different cultures, and how it has been used as a
theme in art and literature.

One of the most thought-provoking exhibits in the museum is a series of
photographs that show how people from different cultures perceive time.
The photographs show that time is not a universal concept, but rather is
something that is shaped by our culture and experiences.

Visiting the Time Museum

The Time Museum is a great place to visit for anyone who is interested in
timekeeping or the history of time. The museum is located in the heart of
downtown Rockford, Illinois, and is easy to get to by car or public
transportation.

The museum is open to the public Tuesday through Sunday. Admission is
$10 for adults, $5 for children ages 6-12, and free for children under 6. The
museum offers a variety of guided tours, which are a great way to learn
more about the collection and the history of timekeeping.

The Time Museum is a fascinating and educational museum that is a must-
visit for anyone who is interested in timekeeping or the history of time. The



museum's collection of clocks and timepieces is one of the largest and
most comprehensive in the world, and its exhibits on the history of
timekeeping and the role of time in human culture are both informative and
thought-provoking.
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